
BETTER
FUTURE

[We believe that everyone wants to see a better future ahead of them. And you know who does it? Makes it happen? We all. Together.]



TODAY!
Why?
How?
What?

[What ever happens tomorrow is done today. And it all starts for a reason. The most important question is why do you do it. Motivation.]



Sources:  GSMA, Buddecomm !



Sources: United Nations Water for Life, ITU!







In India, Mobile Internet Traffic Surpassed Desktop Internet Usage in 
May, 2012 - Other Countries to Follow…
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OUR NEW WORLD!
[So the change is so radical that we need to view our world in a whole new light.]
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TRANSFORMATION AGE!
The era of the coal-and oil-based economies is coming 
to an end and we are entering a new era. In this process 

60% of today’s companies will vanish.

[The originator of the data on this slide is Prof.dr.ir. Jan Rotmans - one of the world’s leading researchers of systemic innovation and transformative change.]

Image: Jan Rotmans



244 Years In, Encyclopedia Britannica Went Out of Print in 2012
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Encyclopedia Britannica Hard Copy Sales vs. Wikipedia Monthly
Active Users (Different Scale), 1990 – 2012

Encyclopaedia Britannica Hard Copy Sales (000s) Wikipedia Monthly Active Users (MMs)

1990 – Britannica Sales 
Peaked at 120K/year

1993 – Microsoft Introduced Encarta 
Encyclopedia for PC @ $99

2001 – Wikipedia Founded, Today* 
Wikipedia Has 485MM Monthly 

Unique Users
2008 – Microsoft Shut 

Down Encarta

2012 – Encyclopedia 
Britannica Announced End 

of Print Editions

Note: *as of 9/12, per comScore global data.
Source: Kellog School of Management, Shane Greenstein and Michelle Devereux, “The Crisis at Encyclopedia Britannica.” 30



RESULT: LESS [OLD] JOBS!
60% of today’s companies ceasing operations means 

that we’ll have less jobs. Less jobs means smaller 
economies. Means less money for all of us. Not good.

[Data is from Wikipedia & DEMOS Helsinki.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi
Image: Signs for Safety, SA



AND WE’LL BE MORE!
While jobs become less we are becoming more. 

To make our planet safe we must give jobs to people. 
Especially where growth happens. See map below.

[Data is from CIA & UN. Aren’t they interesting data sources? Good friends?]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fiPopulation growth trends Source: CIA World Factbook, 2011



“Six years into our global data 
collection effort, we may have 
already found the single most 

searing, clarifying, helpful, world-
altering fact: What the whole 
world wants is a good job.”

Jim Clifton, Chairman and CEO of Gallup



WHO CREATES [NEW] JOBS?
New firms have been the engines of job growth in the 

US. This must occupy the attention of policymakers and 
make them focus on creating new entrepreneurs.

[Data is from research by Dane Stangler and Robert E. Litan of Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, 2009 and Business Dynamics Statistics Briefing: Jobs Created from Business Startups in US.]
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WHAT’S A NEW FIRM?
There are six types of firms entrepreneurs create: 

lifestyle, small, and and social businesses, scalable and 
buyable startups, or large companies. All are different. 

And all create jobs. New jobs.

[Here I am using insights of Steve Blank, author of many books but more importantly the thinker of new thoughts. And a great guy.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi
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EVERY GENERATION 
NEEDS A REVOLUTION!
Many of today’s societies do not support entrepreneurship. We 
must change this. It will require profound changes in attitudes to 
everything from individual careers to the social contract. We must 

give birth to an entrepreneurial society. Everywhere.

[Information from The Economist “The entrepreneurial society” 12.3.2009 and Thomas Jefferson.]



HOW TO CHANGE 
YOUR SOCIETY?

Our society consists of interconnected systems. Changing their 
sum - the society - requires continuous activity guided by rapid 
feedback. Doing the lean start-up way in a cycle. Or the design 

thinking way in a funnel. 

[The “models” are from Urie Bronfenbrenner (The levels) and Eric Ries (Lean Startup loop) and Roger Martin (knowledge funnel). We think that their combination produces systemic change.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi

Macro-level
autonomous trends, paradigms, 
slow developments  

Meso-level 
regime: dominant structures, 
cultures and practices (but also 
niche regimes)

Micro-level        
fast developments: innovative 
ideas, projects, techniques, niche 
actors



SUMMARY:
“We need a lot of new jobs that 
are created in new companies 

founded by people that are 
supported by their society - 

and we should start where the 
population grows. Tanzania.”

Aape Pohjavirta



HOW TO GROW NEW 
ENTREPRENEURS?

Main challenge is to find individuals that can pursuit opportunities 
beyond the resources they currently control. And how, what and 

where do we empower them to learn? The answer until today has 
been to build houses and run courses or both and call 'em 

accelerators ‘n’ incubators. Clearly not enough!

[Quoting Professor Howard Stevenson, Harvard Business School and simplifying the main problems but THERE is soooo much research and work in this field being done that you have to do it.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi
Image: Natanis Davidsen



HOW DO WE LEARN?
We humans learn stuff in three different fields. See 

below left. It also helps if we are motivated and stuff is 
delivered to us under circumstances where we are able 
to learn. And in a way that supports our learning. Big 

challenge is lack of “coaches” and “incubators”. 

[This slide is a simplified summary of Kenneth D. Moore’s Taxonomy and Robert Gagne’s ‘Conditions of Learning’.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi



WHAT MOTIVATES US?
[This slide was presented by Ewan McIntosh and it shows the “Six pillars of Learning” defined by Guy Claxton, a cognitive scientist.]

Aape Pohjavirta • twitter @ aape • aape @ inclusion.fi



WHO IS THE 
CHANGE? 





LET’S START IN AFRICA!
Africa is the continent with the highest population growth 

prediction. It’s the continent with the second highest predicted 
economic growth and 8 of the 10 fastest growing economies in 
the world. It has a high and growing mobile penetration. African 
societies accept mobile even as money. But most importantly, 

Africa is a continent of people who want to build a better future. 
We are all born to be entrepreneurs.

[Statistics from CIA, Oxford Economics, The Economist, IMF.]
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TRUST IS REQUIRED!
Everyone agrees. Innovation requires trust.Trade 

requires trust.Only with trust can old ideas be traded for 
new. Suspicion is the greatest barrier for cultural 

progress. Trust is also a fundamental requirement in 
situations marked by risk. So we need trust.

[Sources for Trust as a prerequisite for Innovation are many, including Dr. Kirsimarja Blomqvist, Dr. Caspar Shish, Dr. Shirley Ann Jackson, Sandy Nelson, Paul A. Herbig. Just Google it.]



SLAVE TRADE TO BLAME!
Research shows that the effects of slave trade have caused 72% 
of the income gap between Africa and the rest of the world and 
99% of the gap with the rest of the underdeveloped world BUT 

even worse than that, it has caused the whole continent to suffer 
from mistrust - the worst enemy of entrepreneurship and 

innovation! Therefore we must start our work by building trust.

[Sources are Professor Nathan Nunn from Harvard University and Leonard Wantchekon from New York University, and the World Bank.]



MOBILE REQUIRES 
TRUST TOO!

 We start using new technologies when we perceive them to be 
useful and easy-to-use. But the usage of mobile services adds a 
new component to that equation: trust. Trust highly affects our 

intention to use any mobile service. Building trust we must.

[“Technology Acceptance Model” on Wikipedia and Dr. Eija Kaasinen “User acceptance of mobile services”, 2005.]





1. Free Redistribution
2. Source Code

3. Derived Works
4. Integrity of The Author's Source Code

5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups
6. No Discrimination Against Fields of Endeavor

7. Distribution of License
8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product
9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software

10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral

[Open Source Initiative maintains the Open Source Software Definition. You can read all about it at opensource.org]

THE OPEN SOURCE 
DEFINITION



[Open Source Initiative maintains the Open Source Software Definition. You can read all about it at opensource.org]

WHO CREATES OPEN 
SOURCE SOFTWARE?



Important:
Quality

Bad code makes other people look bad.



You 
= 

intelligence + effort
Meritocracy is a system of government based on rule 

by merit and not by wealth or social position. 

Your importance is decided by the community.
Every day.



SUMMARY:
“Yes, it makes sense, 

completely. I think the message, 
values and priorities are spot 

on. Now we need to proceed to 
specifics and details.”

John Traxler, World’s first Professor of Mobile Learning



What is required for an 
e*osystem?



Decision.



Rules.



Role Models & Coaches.



Financing.



Enthusiastic people.



Research & Science.



Customers.

[Image © Apple.]



Determination.



Shared goal.



Work.



Time.



You are never ready.
In our digital, fast changing, non-linear world you must 

learn to be happy thought you will never be ready. 

Only when you stop going forward you will not move. 
And only the dead don’t move.







MAKING 
DREAMS 

REAL

[This poem was written by a schoolgirl in South Africa. She will make it though her background isn’t the best.]



COMMUNITY MATTERS!
Find

• What are problems / opportunities?
• What is required in the ecosystem [r&d, education, policy, funding]?
• Who are the local heroes?

Create
• Shared ethical and moral framework
• Shared glossary, dictionary
• Shared marketing message, interaction with prospects

Deliver
• Attitude in events - Storytelling, Experience sharing
• Skills in hackathons and workshops - Global support
• Knowledge from experience - Local support mechanisms

[This describes the process of creating a developer community. It means getting out of the house and start building a community.]



EMPOWER PASSION!
Attitude

• Why is attitude important?
• What is an entrepreneurial attitude?
• How do you develop and maintain your attitude?

Skills
• Why failing is a generic skill? Make it safe.
• What is it that needs to be developed the most?
• How do you develop and maintain your skill set?

Knowledge
• Why is knowledge the most important factor for success?
• What is the difference between information and knowledge?
• How do you continue to be the most knowledgeable you?

[These are some of the ingredients of the curriculum that we believe will be empower future successful entrepreneurs in the world.]



CONNECT GLOBALLY!
Education and Technology

• Enabling continuous learning 
• Universities, accelerator and incubator programs
• Contacts and resources

Entrepreneurs and Networking
• Create new networks
• R&D collaboration
• Business development

Investors
• Angel investors
• Venture capital funds
• Other investors

[The Internet made the world accessible. Mobile Internet delivers it to all of us. We believe so. We believe that cross-cultural communications makes the world a better place.]



KEY TARGET GROUPS:
Jobs for women, young men and marginalized youth

[These are random pictures off the Web but we know that if we can employ women and young men our world will be lot better. A lot better.]



Go and meet your 
future. It’s sitting next 

to you!
Twitter: @aape

email: aape@inclusion.fi


